
From: SP 

Sent: 06 March 2017 17:06 

To: Business Licence 

Subject:Licence application no.223713460 - objection 

Dear sir/madam, 

 I am writing to you concerning the 'paradise' pub and the long running and ongoing problems that I  

have been experiencing due to the behaviour of the pubs patrons and to a lesser degree the pubs 

staff as well. 

 Every weekend I am kept awake till an average time of 3am by loud patrons as they leave the 

premises and either get into cabs or on foot, it has become normal to hear them shouting goodbyes 

to each other as they noisily get into their various minicabs or while they sit along the front walls of 

the houses opposite the premises once the pub has shut, the doormen of the pub make no attempt 

to control the flow of the leaving minicabs and as a result Kilburn Lane frequently becomes jammed 

with traffic between 2 and 3am at the weekend it being a bus route and a road often used by the 

emergency services, the resultant noise from vehicle horns and engines can be deafening and make 

it impossible to sleep through. 

 On more occasions than I would care to remember I have become frightened because of fights that 

have taken place outside or near my front door and, on one occasion during a day time party at the 

pub two fighting patrons came crashing through my front door and rolled into my hallway while a 

group of their friends looked on laughing. I have even had to endure one customer of the pub 

shouting into his mobile at his drug dealer as he complained about the length of time it was taking 

for his drugs to arrive. 

The pubs patrons regularly leave alcohol glasses littering the street and on the neighbouring houses 

front walls as well as their drug paraphernalia that is just thrown about seemingly without care and 

vandalisation of the gardens opposite the pub has happened on many occasions as can be seen by 

the shrub that was torn out from 3 houses away that was tossed into my front garden area three 

Saturdays ago. 

As briefly stated above, the doormen do nothing to control the behaviour of the patrons as they 

leave or stand about smoking outside of the premises, nor do they attempt to control the comings 

and goings of minicabs that park up on the pavements idling their engines away while they wait for 

their customers despite the double yellow lines, asking the drivers to move on has been met with 

aggressive responses.  

 On one occasion when I telephoned the pub to politely ask the manager to try to moderate it's 

customers I was simply told to "fuck off" before the call was terminated by the person on the other 

end. 

This ongoing situation has and is a cause of great concern and distress and I implore you not to grant 

the Paradise pub any more late night licenses. 

 Your faithfully, 

 Kilburn Lane  


